Simulation of epileptiform activity in the hippocampus using transputers.
Transputer technology is exploited to provide fast and interactive simulations of the electrical behaviour in large networks of neurones derived from experimental data of individual neurones and their connections. A synchronous numerical integration routine and an efficient communication scheme have been developed to run on toroidally configured transputer arrays of any sizes. A population of neurones up to 6400 from the hippocampus has been simulated on 19 Inmos T800 transputers. The activity of individual cells has been modelled using a similar approach to that of Traub; but the non-linear dynamics of the Na(+)-K+ channels is emphasised to explain intrinsic bursting. This model includes a description of the cellular channel currents INa, IK(DR), IK(C), ICa and IAHP. Preliminary studies indicate that this anatomically based model can be used to study the dynamic properties of neurones in the hippocampus, including monitoring the behaviour of subpopulation of cells that contribute to epileptiform activity.